INTRODUCTION
 Nineteen years after the celebrated return to civil rule following protracted military interregnum,

Nigeria has obviously fallen short of our expectations. We may have differences about how we
got to this cross road, but we largely agree on the need to chart a new course; the need to create
the land of peace and plenty that our founding fathers envisioned. Despite the numerous and
sometimes disparate perceptions of the problem with Nigeria, evidence based data clearly show
that the exclusion of women from governance and decision making is a major factor. Add this to
the indifference of our teeming youths to local and national issues, and we are confronted with a
huge challenge. We may choose to move forward by adopting appropriate policies and
measures to empower women and youths towards becoming equal and effective participants in

our democracy and development process.
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NIGERIA OF OUR DREAM


To have the Nigeria of our dreams – a Nigeria where hunger and extreme poverty do not exist, where
justice is available to all irrespective of class or gender, where social services are efficient; a country
where peaceful co-existence is a way of life; if we would have a Nigeria that ranks high on the Human
Development Index – women and youths must participate effectively in economic, political and social
spheres of life at all levels.



Women's perspectives must be brought into governance and decision-making



Youths must begin to engage power and be able to influence public decisions.



Women and youth that make up a large percentage of our population, and the continued passivity of
the youths in particular, would only reinforce our character as a docile and enslaved people.

The

youths of any nation, being the matrix of its future, cannot afford to be indifferent to the present. A
nation that aims to stay ahead in development, must be futuristic in thinking and planning, especially if

the population is dominantly young. More than half of Nigeria’s population is below 30 years, and the
youth, as defined here are persons between the ages of 15 and 35 constitute 67 million of Nigerians
(NPC 2018).

Women and girls are of no less importance, not only because of their number

(94.2million) in 2017, it is also crucial that we continue to pay special attention to them, since they
have been left out of national decision making for so long that our developmental efforts can be
likened to “clapping with one hand” (Chief MKO Abiola).
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Empowerment
Definitions
1. Process of "becoming stronger, and more confident, especially in controlling one’s life

and claiming ones rights;
2. Professional support of people which enables them to overcome their sense of
powerlessness; and lack of influence;

3. To help people recognize and use their resources;
4. Granting of political, social or economic power to an individual or group.
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GENDER AND POLICIES
 Most government policies used to be gender blind – they ignored the fact that there are

differences between men and women, boys and girls – and that programmes and

projects affect them differently. However, the awakening came in the early 1970’s, and
as the thinking about women’s involvement in development evolved, the patterns of
programmes for the full achievement of that purpose kept changing.
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DEVELOPMENT AND EMPOWERMENT THEORIES
 The Feminist Movement is credited with being the first to introduce EMPOWERMENT as

an alternative concept in the integration of women in development.

The book

“Development, Crises and Alternative Visions: Third World Women’s Perspectives” (Sen
& Grown 1987)

outlined a new approach to the role of women in development -

Women and Development (WID).

 The earliest approach was called Women in Development (WID), a method by which

proponents sought to integrate women in development by concentrating on welfare and
special projects. This concept came up in the early 1970s but it did not take long before
the flaws were identified.
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WID continues
Women in Development (WID): concentrated on welfare packages
and special projects for women
Criticised for:
•

Focussing exclusively on women

•

Ignoring that women were already in development

The concept of Women and Development (WAD) was supposed to
correct these flaws.
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Women and Development (WAD)
 Women and Development focused on the development process itself as a way of

rectifying the flaws of WID. Mainly favoured by socialist Feminists, WAD argues
that class structures are more oppressive than gender, and that poor women have
more in common with men of their class than with women of other classes.
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Gender and Development (GAD)
Gender and Development seeks to combine the best in WID and WAD.
 The concept of Gender and Development (GAD) takes gender relations as the heart of the

development process, and posits that focus on Women alone is not enough.
 Targets structures and processes that give rise to women’s subordination
 Takes class differences into account.

Advantages
 A combination of WID and GAD can go a long way to bridge gender gaps towards equality,
 Women specific projects enable women address their practical and strategic needs

 Integrating gender into programmes (GAD) enables women and men to work together toward

mutual goals and greater equality.
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WOMEN EMPOWMENT FRAMEWORK


In 1990, a Zambian development consultant, Sarah Longwe published her
ground-breaking work, Women Empowerment Framework (WEF) which outlines
a one-step-to-the-next interconnected cycle for addressing the roots of inequality
and discrimination against women.

The five levels of WEF are:
 Control

 Participation (mobilisation)
 Awareness
 Access

 Welfare

(in ascending order)
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Empowering women for political participation
Nigerian women participate in elections in large numbers mainly as cheer leaders and

voters but:
-

They hold few party offices

-

Relatively fewer become candidates for election

-

Very few occupy elective and appointive public office e.g:

-

In 2015 990 seats were available in the following:

-

36 State Houses of Assembly, women won 60 (6.1%);

-

360 seats available in the House of Representatives: women won 14 (3.89%);

-

109 seats in the Senate: women won 8 (7.34%);

-

Six women Deputy Governors out of 36;

-

The only female presidential candidate lost but made history by getting as much as 13,076
votes.
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Gender empowerment measure and human
development


Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM) is an index designed by UNDP to measure gender

equality in a nation.


GEM was introduced to measure topics like Empowerment which are not covered by Genderrelated Development Index (GDI);



GDI measures the impact of existing gender gaps in the Human Development Index (HDI).



Gender Inequality Index (GII) measures loss of achievement due to gender inequality on:

- Reproductive Health
- Empowerment

- Labour Market Participation.


Countries that are low performing on GDI and GEM are also low in overall HDI performance



The poor performance on the gender on GDI and GEM ranked Nigeria 152 out of 188
countries in the Human Development Index for 2016.
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Gender Equality and Development
 The countries that achieved highest on the

Gender Empowerment Index (GEM) in 2015

were also the top achievers on the Human Development Index:
GEM Ranking 2015

Human Development Index (HDI) 2015

1.

Norway

1

2.

Sweden

3.

Denmark

4.

Finland

5.

Netherlands

5

6.

Canada

9

7.

Germany

6

8.

New Zealand

10

9.

Australia

2

10.

United States

8

4
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Women Empowerment Programmes
WEF: Activities and Strategies for implementation:
Awareness Programmes
 Women must be helped to develop the ability for critical thinking:

- Develop objective analysis of facts to form a judgement. This will enable them join
discussions on societal issues, governance, power relations and enable them take
positions on matters concerning the institutions and systems that promote and reinforce
discrimination and oppression. They need to be aware of their position and status in
society, as well as their rights regarding their body.
• Enhance their ability to source information through ICT training.
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Women Empowerment programmes continues
Welfare and economic empowerment


Social protection programmes must target women, who are generally among the poorest in the
society, especially single mothers and widows. Programmes may include poverty alleviation
packages such as conditional and unconditional cash transfers, as well as free maternal health
services. Beyond welfare packages, it is more important that women’s capacity to get adequate
financial and material benefits for their involvement in productive activities must be enhanced.



Special programmes enhancing their access to credit,



Support of small and medium scale enterprises, training on book keeping and business
management.



Raise their income level through opportunities for science and technical education;



Skill acquisition programmes.



Build their capacity to source market information. This is related to training on the use of
Information Communication Technology (ICT),



Train them on the use of the Internet, and Social Media.
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Women Empowerment programmes continues
Political Empowerment
 Assist women politicians to build grassroots constituencies;

 Link them with allies and mobilize support for them;
 Use mass media to create awareness on women’s political rights
 Strengthen women's relevance in their parties by engaging party executives
 Advocate for gender responsive legislative and policy reforms
 Set up mechanisms for implementation of Affirmative Action in all appointive and

elective posts.
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Youth Empowerment
Definition:
 “The process where children and young people are encouraged to take charge

of their lives by addressing their situation and then take action in order to
improve their access to resources and transform their consciousness through

their beliefs, values and attitudes” Wikipedia.
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Types of youth empowerment
Six types have been identified
 Psychological

 Community,
 Organisational,


Economic,



Social and Cultural
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Empowering Nigerian Youths
Objectives: For this presentation, the objectives of youths empowerment are:


To enable Nigerian Youths harness their numerical strength towards dominating

social and political leadership;
 To enhance their effectiveness as followers
 To inculcate the habit, and build their capacity to engage with power
 To instil in them, a culture of collective actions designed to redress the failures of

political and social leadership at local, state and national levels.
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Nigerian Youth Community Empowerment
Community empowerment Community empowerment programmes for youths involve the
enhancement of their capacity to get together around community goals.
Advantages:
-

Promotes exchange and partnership with other local, state, national and regional
groups.

-

Promotes peer education and volunteerism.

Activities/Strategies
 Mobilisation: make the community youths understand the need for them to get together.
 Organize targeted town hall meetings


Build alliances with interest and profession based groups.
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Youth Cultural empowerment
Definition:

Knowing your history and background and being proud of yourself” (P.M. PumiliaGnarini)
 Cultural empowerment enables youths not only to know their history and background

but also to be proud of what they are. In Nigeria it is important for youths to know and

appreciate the benefits of our cultural diversity as well as how to harness it.
 Teaching youths the history of Nigeria will help them avoid the mistakes of the past.

Activities/Strategies
 Build and equip community libraries
 Sponsor youth cultural festivals, essay competitions, etc.
 Sponsor cultural exchange programmes
 Sponsor topical debates and colloquiums
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Youths organisational empowerment
 This involves creating a base of youthful resources for a community. These

organisations

can

provide

opportunities

for

skills

acquisition,

sensitisation,

volunteerism and alternative service provision. It should be a platform to influence
policy and legislations.

Activities/Strategies for organizational empowerment
 Institution building grants
 Funding of training programmes
 Arrange organisational mentorship
 Sponsor youth summits

 Provide ICT/Training
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Youths Economic Empowerment
 Entrepreneurship training
 Skills acquisition programmes

 Conditional and unconditional cash transfers
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Youths Social empowerment
Definition:
The “process of developing a sense of autonomy and self-confidence, and acting individually or
collectively to change social relationships and the institutions and discourses that exclude the poor
people [including youths] and keep them in poverty.”(Emillie Combaz 2014).
- It involves the ability to hold leaders to account.
Activities/Strategies:
 Increase their collective voice by enhancing their capacity for:
- Social media campaigns
- Peaceful protests/rallies
- Signature campaigns

• Writing of memoranda
• Sponsor participation in legislative Public Hearings
• Sponsor Youths as aspirants to elective offices
• Recommend youths for appointive offices
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Psychological empowerment
 This involves enhancing the capacity of the youths – individually or collectively - to

imbibe the goals and aspirations of the organisation from which they exercise their
influence

Activities/Strategies for psychological empowerment
 Organization must have well articulated goals, vision and mission
 Organize inspirational talks
 Ideological awareness programmes
 Provide identification materials – branded caps, T-shirts, emblems, etc.
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On a final note
Don’t sit on the fence
TAKE ACTION
Thank you
Ada Agina-Ude
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